
E N T R Y D O O R S



YOUR ENTRY DOOR IS THE WELCOME TO YOUR 
HOME, AND THE FIRST IMPRESSION VISITORS 
WILL HAVE.

An entry door should be strong and solid yet 
integrate beautifully and seamlessly with the 
look and feel of your home.

Our Platinum Doors range brings together the 
best in modern and traditional door designs, 
complemented with a superior range of fixtures. 

Thermally broken options offer improved 
comfort, warmth and energy efficiency.

Our range is constructed of aluminium, with 
the Element door adding bonded glass to the 
interior and exterior of the panel.

Designed to endure the worst that New 
Zealand’s weather can offer, they won’t split, 
warp or need repainting. With the right care, 
your door will keep the same beautiful look for 
years to come.

The elegant Element glass door is the latest 
in contemporary style and can be in any colour 
you wish, or customised with a graphic, photo 
or designer print.

Platinum Doors are manufactured to order to 
meet your individual requirements.

W E LC O M E
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THERMAL DOORS

Most of our aluminium doors have a thermal option available (identified with a TH in the 
configurations section of each range). A thermal front door can contribute to improving the 
energy efficiency of your home. 

Our thermal doors are joined with a polyamide strip separating the internal and external 
aluminium elements. 

This reduces the effect of the outside temperature being transferred inside your home.

Platinum Doors

TALK TO YOUR PLATINUM DOORS RETAILER TO DISCUSS AND CONFIRM YOUR 
PREFERRED ENTRY DOOR, COLOUR, GLASS, AND HARDWARE OPTION.
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Platinum Doors



P L AT I N U M  D O O R S 
R A N G E
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Platinum Doors

Frameless

TONGUE & GROOVE

Framed

Solid Panel

FLUSH PANEL

Solid 4 Panel

Solid

CLASSIC PANEL

Glazed
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Platinum Doors

Flush Glazed

GLAZED

Glazed

HERITAGE

Arched

ELEMENT

Solid colour

Unique design

Villa



AN EXCITING INNOVATION IN ALUMINIUM ENTRY DOORS.

The aluminium tongue and groove range replicates the traditional style of a wooden 
tongue and groove door, resulting in a modern stylish door, without the inherent 
shortcomings of a timber panel. 

The doors are constructed using aluminium panels that are clipped together and fixed in 
place through a moulding, resulting in an incredibly strong, secure and weather resistant 
front door.

TONGUE AND
GROOVE DOORS
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Tongue and groove - frameless

Standard
Thermal

Standard
Thermal

Tongue and groove – framed

PTF

PTGFH

PTFX

PTGFV
TH-PTGFH

TH-PTF

TH-PTGFV

CONFIGURATIONS

Platinum Doors

PTFXD

PTGVS

PTFXH

PTG2

PTFXG2

PTGVVS
TH-PTGVS TH-PTG2 TH-PTGVVS

PTFXG3
TH-PTFX



T I P If you live in a neighbourhood or development 
with building covenants, check to see if there 
are any rules concerning the style and colour 
of your home’s front door.
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Platinum Doors

Tongue and Groove Frameless door in Sensation (PTF) with Schlage Sense S6000 
Digital Touch Pad Lock in Black.

Tongue and Groove Frameless door in Brilliant Yellow (PTF) with Schlage Sense 
S6000 Digital Touch Pad Lock in black.

Tongue and Groove Frameless door in Matt Ironsand (PTFX) and Half door (PTFH) 
in Matt Ironsand, with Verta Series Entrance Pull Handle (800mm length), and 
Schlage Sense Smart Deadbolt.
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Platinum Doors

Flush Panel door, 4 panels (PT3HV) in Viper Green with Schlage Sense S6000 Digital 
Touch Pad Lock in Black.



Flush panel doors

F LU S H  
PA N E L  D O O R S

VERSATILE FLUSH PANEL DOORS OFFER A MORE 
CONTEMPORARY TAKE ON CLASSIC PANEL DOORS.

There are four styles to choose from. If you want more 
than a flat panel, you can align the horizontal grooves 
of your flush panel door to your existing horizontal 
cladding or garage door. Or contrast with vertical lines 
for an ultra-modern look.

CONFIGURATIONS
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Platinum Doors

Flush Panel door (PTFLP) in Matt Titania with a Schlage Boston Mechanical 
Entrance Handle Set in Satin Stainless Steel.

Flush Panel door, 3 panels in Matt FlaxPod with Verta Series Entrance Pull 
Handle (800mm length) and a Schlage Sense Smart Deadbolt set, all in Satin 
Stainless Steel.

Standard
Thermal

PTFLP PTFV PT2HV PT3HV
TH-PTFLP TH-PTFV TH-PT2HV TH-PT3HV



C L A SS I C 
PA N E L  D O O R S

Panel doors – solid

CONFIGURATIONS
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THE STRONG CLASSICAL LOOK OF A RECESSED PANEL DOOR WILL NEVER DATE AND 
THE SIMPLE ELEGANT STYLE WILL COMPLEMENT ANY HOUSE.

These doors are available in many different designs. In addition to the full solid doors, 
solid panels can be combined with glass panels in the top half of the door, to promote light 
transmission, while retaining solid door security.

Glass panels come in a variety of styles, to add a contemporary edge to your home.

Platinum Doors

Standard
Thermal

PT1SA
TH-PT1SA

PT2SA PT3SA PT4SA PT6ESA
TH-PT2SA TH-PT3SA TH-PT4SA TH-PT6ESA

Panel doors – glazed

Standard
Thermal

PT3C
TH-PT3C

PT3S PT4S
TH-PT3S TH-PT4S

PT6USA PT8SA
TH-PT6USA TH-PT8SA

Standard
Thermal
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Platinum Doors

Classic Panel door (PT4S) in Matt Black, with Schlage Sense Century 619 Entry Key Pad Lever in Satin Stainless Steel.
This is being combined with a Sidelight (PT4L). 
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Platinum Doors

Verta Series Entrance Pull Handle (800mm length) and a 
Schlage Sense Smart Deadbolt set, all in Satin Stainless Steel.



Our glazed range of Platinum Entry Doors allows maximum light into your home, 
with glass panels running the full height and width of the door.

The glazed door range will give a contemporary, clean look, perfect for any 
entrance.

Panel doors – glazed

CONFIGURATIONS
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T I P Front doors are generally designed to open inwards, however front door 
frames can allow a front door to swing outwards if required.

G L A Z E D 
D O O R S

Platinum Doors

Standard
Thermal

PTZ1 PTZ2 PTZ3 PTZ4 PTZ5 PT3V
TH-PTZ1 TH-PTZ2 TH-PTZ3 TH-PTZ4 TH-PTZ5 TH-PT3V



The Flush Glazed Entry Door offers a clean, modern look. It has a large size glass 
panel sitting almost seamlessly within the frame for a stylish and sleek finish.

Double glazing provides you with increased energy efficiency, security and comfort; 
while tinted glass options give an added sense of privacy.

Dark tinted glass is best coupled with a dark coloured door frame.

F LU S H  G L A Z E D 
D O O R S

CONFIGURATIONS

Flush glazed door

T I P Think about whether you want your door to swing open to the left or right. This is called the 
handedness of a door. Left handed doors are attached to the left side of the door jamb, whilst right 
handed doors are attached of the right side of the jamb.
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Platinum Doors

Flush Glazed door (PTFLG) in Matt Black, with a 
Schlage Sense Century 619 Entry Key Pad Lever in 
Black.

Standard
Thermal

PTFLG
TH-PTFLG
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Platinum Doors



Arched doors

PAS2

CONFIGURATIONS

PAS1

ARCHED DOORS

Arched doors create old-world charm and grace, 
and are best suited to colonial style homes.  They 
are especially popular when used as a grand 
double door entrance. 

Personalise your entranceway with arch style 
and door colour.

There are minimum size restrictions for all arched 
doors. Door appearance will vary depending upon 
door size to the  fixed moulding dimensions. Only 
available single glaze.
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H E R I TAG E  D O O R S

Platinum Doors

Heritage Arched door (PAS2) in Arctic White with
Schlage Regent Series Entrance Set in Satin Nickel.



VILLA DOORS 

Villas were the most popular new home design 
in New Zealand from the 1880s through to 
World War 1. 

From about the 1980s, villas saw a resurgence 
in popularity. 

Renovation of these houses is now a significant 
part of the building industry’s work, and a Villa 
door will add timeless street appeal.

If you are looking to bring life back into a 
beautiful villa home then this door will look 
great as part of your villa renovation.

CONFIGURATIONS
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Villa door

PTVIL
TH-PTVIL

Platinum Doors

Heritage Villa door (PTVIL) in Arctic White with
Schlage Regent Series Entrance Set in Satin Nickel.

Standard
Thermal



THE ELEMENT DOOR OFFERS THE LATEST CONTEMPORARY STYLE AND CAN BE CRAFTED USING 
A SOLID PAINTED FINISH FOR A POP OF COLOUR, OR PERSONALISED WITH YOUR OWN DISTINCT 
PANEL DESIGN. THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ALMOST ENDLESS.

Constructed by bonding toughened glass sheets to a rigid aluminium frame, this door really makes 
an impact.

The glass can be back-painted in a vivid colour, or even colour-matched to a tone of your choice. 
Alternatively you can create your own work of art with a customised print using the latest direct-on-
glass digital printing technology. Ink is applied to the back of the glass ensuring a durable, weather 
proof finish. 

Element doors are 55mm thick, due to the construction being made up of 2 x glass panels and an 
aluminium frame, please keep this in mind when selecting your hardware.

E L E M E N T  D O O R

CONFIGURATIONS

Element door

PTEL1
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Platinum Doors
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Platinum Doors

Element door custom printed, set in flush frame (PTEL1) with Verta Entrance Pull Handle in Satin Chrome.



Platinum Doors Catalogue July 2019

HALF DOOR AND 
SIDELIGHTS

HALF DOOR

Half door or sidelights extend 
your front door opening in 
different ways. Half doors 
create a wider entrance as they 
can be opened if needed.

PTZH

Half doors - glazed

PT2VPTGHPT4H

Half doors

PT4HA PT6EHA PT6UHA PT8HA PTFH PTGFVH

CONFIGURATIONS
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Platinum Doors



Platinum Doors Catalogue July 2019

SIDELIGHTS

A sidelight is a tall and 
narrow fixed glass panel 
attached on either side 
of the door frame. It can 
lighten an entranceway 
and provide extra visibility.  
If privacy is important, 
the glass can be frosted 
making it harder to see into 
the house from the outside.
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CONFIGURATIONS

Sidelights

PT4LA PT6ELA PT6ULA PT8LA

PT4L

Sidelights - glazed

PTGLPFL

Platinum Doors

T I P Well selected exterior doors can create a welcoming entrance, 
positive mood, enrich the architecture and add to the house design, 
whilst improving kerb appeal.



Please see your fabricator for colour samples and to discuss further.
All Eurowood finish swatches are only an indication of the actual wood colour and grain, all colours and 
finishes will vary according to the finish and grain of the section of the wood.

Light Cherry

Dark Bean 

Light Cedar 

Black Riverwood 

Light Bean Dark Cherry Dark Cedar Dark Riverwood 

F INISHING
TOUCHES

COLOUR OPTIONS

WHEN CHOOSING THE COLOUR OF YOUR FRONT DOOR YOU CAN MAKE A STATEMENT WITH A BOLD 
COLOUR OR MATCH YOUR DOOR COLOUR TO YOUR JOINERY, ROOF OR GARAGE DOOR.

We have a huge range of standard powder coat colours, along with a range of special colours and finishes to 
choose from.  Please ask your fabricator for colour swatches.

Powdercoating

Powdercoating is one the most durable colour-coatings, and we have over 35 standard colours and a range of 
special finishes to choose from.  Our powdercoatings are warranted for 15 years for residential applications*, 
making them the longest warranted powder coatings on the market.

* Warranties vary depending on finish and there may be a surcharge for a particular choice.

Eurowood Finish

Platinum Doors can be ordered in a Eurowood finish, which uses a patented process of heat bonding a wood 
grain powder to aluminium, creating a powder coat finish that truly replicates wood.  With a range of finishes 
to select from your entry door will look great for years, without requiring the care and maintenance of a 
wooden door.
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Platinum Doors



GLASS

We offer a huge range of styles and glass options for your doors and sidelights, including clear, obscure, tinted, 
sand-blasted and double-glazed.
Note: our Thermal Door options must use double-glazed solutions.
Please talk to your local fabricator to discuss the best glass option for your front door.
 

Traditional

Enhance the classic features 
of the front door to your 
home with the elegance of an 
entrance set, including cylinder 
and turn and a solid handle for 
a comfortable grip.

Electronic

A smarter way in. The Schlage 
keyless range of digital locks 
are packed full of features to 
suit the needs of your new 
home. Some of the features 
within the Schlage digital lock 
range include PIN code, cards, 
fingerprint or smart home 
connectivity with Bluetooth 
technology.

The Schlage keyless range of 
digital locks provide you total 
security control.

Contemporary

Add flair to your front door 
to make that grand entrance 
statement. Combine the 
modern lock of a pull handle 
with either a mechanical or 
electronic deadlock to create 
street appeal.

Variations in pull handle 
lengths, styles and finish 
options are available.

Platinum Doors offers a range of hardware and lock options, or can be fitted with hardware 
available from all major manufacturers.

HARDWARE & LOCKS

Complement your Platinum Door by installing beautiful hardware. 
There are 3 general handle/lock combinations for you to choose from.
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Platinum Doors
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WE ARE PROUD TO BE PART OF:
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